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1Data Visualization 
A new module for BEXIS 2




Visualization is a 
• common way to represent data 
• easy comprehensible form
• feature of BEXIS 2 
• Visualization for BEXIS2 is the theme of the 




– Visualization for administrator
• Technical part
– Implementation the Visualization Module
• Future works


















– Programming language C#
– Model-View-Controller (MVC)
– BEXIS API usage
• Client side
– HTML 5 / JavaScript / JQuery
• Google Charts
Google Charts or not Google Charts
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Google Charts D3 D3Plus C3
Technology JavaScript library JavaScript library D3-based library D3-based library
Free / Open Source ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Data Input Array, JSON JSON, CSV, TSV JSON, CSV, TSV Array, JSON
Data Output HTML, SVG HTML, SVG HTML, SVG HTML, SVG
Rich Gallery ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Customization ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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Future works
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Visualization ideas
• Metadata completion
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Filled
Empty
Visualization ideas
• Data completion/distribution
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Thank you for
your attention!
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